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with great power, comes great responsibility 

I-Ching & The World of Metaphysics 

Newsletter volume 41st  , February 4th –March 3rd  

The Chinese Month of Tiger-Happy Year of OX 

January 4th –February 3rd 2009 

This is the Year of Ox with Annual star 9 in command with the month of 

Tiger and Flying Monthly Star 5 arrives. 
The combinations of annual 9-purple star and monthly 5 Yellow star resulted in ‘fire’ breeding 
sickness. This could be an outbreak of health epidemic in a large scale. And since the annual 
star 9 is heavy in fire, fie accidents would occur of often especially to the WEST sector. This is 
not a good month (see below unkind sectors). Scare the hell out of me! 

Summary:  

Kind Sectors: Kind Sectors: Kind Sectors: Kind Sectors: NorthwestNorthwestNorthwestNorthwest    

Unkind Sectors:Unkind Sectors:Unkind Sectors:Unkind Sectors:    SouthSouthSouthSouth (Car Accidents) (Car Accidents) (Car Accidents) (Car Accidents)////NorthNorthNorthNorth(Health Pani(Health Pani(Health Pani(Health Panic/Large scale c/Large scale c/Large scale c/Large scale 

flooding)flooding)flooding)flooding)////SouthSouthSouthSoutheasteasteasteast(Ea(Ea(Ea(Earthquake)/West (Fire Accidents)rthquake)/West (Fire Accidents)rthquake)/West (Fire Accidents)rthquake)/West (Fire Accidents)    

IN RED ANNUAL STAR WHILE IN BLACK MONTHLY STAR 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Heavenly Jade Scripture (天玉经天玉经天玉经天玉经) -Upper Volume 

‘Heaven with 5-elements while Jade with 5 virtues that is the name given to this scripture.’ 

There are many versions in interpreting this ancient text and many schools of thought cannot seem to be agreed 

on each other’s interpretation. Let us examine such text in a much broader context and mind you there is no 

right or wrong only sufficient rational given in terms of era of such text is written and period of such text is 

interpreted. 

 

Southeast/SHUN 

8888    4 

South/LEI 

4444       9 

Southwest/KWAN 

6666    2 

East/CHAN 

7777        3 

CENTRAL 

9999   5 

West/TUI 

2222        7 

Northeast/KAN 

3333    8 

North/HAM 

5555     1 

Northwest/KIN 

1111     6 
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Upper Volume 
 
The first line in Heavenly Jade Scripture is implying that changes in the Guas period is the movements of certain Yao. For 

example the Pure Gua is governed by period 1, while the changes in first Yao is period 8, changes in the 2nd Yao is period 4, 

changes in 3rd Yao is period 9, changes in 4th Yao is the period 2, changes in the 5th Yao is the period 6 changes in the 6th Yao 

is the period 3 and changes in the 7th Yao is the period 7. This is in line with the context of 1 (odd) and 2 (even). The movement 

of odd Yaos, 1st, 3rd, 5th and 7th resulted in period 8, 9, 6 and 7 while the movement of even Yaos, 0, 2nd, 4th, and 6th resulted in 

period 1, 4, 2, and 3. 

 

Western Jiang Gua governs the period 2, 3 and 4 while Eastern Jiang Gua governs the period 6, 7 and 8. The period 2, 3 and 

4 parent is 9 while the period 6, 7 and 8 is 1. In the period 2, 3 and 4 the direction of water should be 6, 7 and 8 while in the 

period 6, 7 and 8, the other wise is true where the water should be in the period of 2, 3 and 4. Same Gua governs both 

Southern and Northern main Pure Gua, which is the first period Gua. 

 

Heaven Dragon (天天天天))))----Rat/Horse/Rabbit/Roster (Yin) 子午卯酉 (陰), Kin/Shun/Kwan/Kan (Yang) 乾巽坤艮 (阳) 

Human Dragon (人人人人))))-Ding/Kwai (Yang) 丁癸 (阳), Tiger/Monkey (Yin) 寅申 (陰), Yuet/San (Yin) 乙辛 (陰), 

Snake/Boar (Yang) 巳亥 (阳) 

Earth Dragon (地地地地))))-Peng/Yam (Yang) 丙壬 (阳), Kap/Kang (Yang) 甲庚 (阳), Dragon/Dog/Ox/Goat (Yin) 辰戌丑末 

(陰) 

Yin (陰陰陰陰))))-Rat/Horse/rabbit/Roster/Tiger/Monkey/Yuet/san/Dragon/Dog/Ox/Goat 

(子午卯酉寅申乙辛辰戌丑末) 

Yang (阳阳阳阳))))-Kin/Shun/Kwan/Kan/Ding/Kwai/Snake/Boar/Kap/Kang/Peng/Yam 

(乾巽坤艮丁癸巳亥甲庚丙壬) 

Parent Guas (父母卦父母卦父母卦父母卦))))- Rat/Horse/rabbit/Roster/Kin/Shun/Kwan/Kan 子午卯酉, 乾巽坤艮 

Clockwise Offspring Guas (順子卦順子卦順子卦順子卦))))-Kwai/Ding/Yuet/San/Boar/Snake/Monkey/Tiger癸丁乙辛, 亥已申寅 

Anticlockwise Offspring Guas (逆子卦逆子卦逆子卦逆子卦))))-Yam/Peng/Ox/Goat/Kap/Kang/Dragon/God 壬丙丑未, 甲庚辰戌 

 

The 24 mountains is governed by the 24 dragons and dictated by the above Heavenly Dragon, Human Dragon and Earth 

Dragon. This highly precious technique is not advisable to leave on the hand of irresponsible masters. To fully master the 

above parent, anticlockwise offspring and clockwise offspring Guas will pave the way to prosperity. 

 

The Heavenly Gua governs the mountain while the Earthly Gua governs the water. Knowing the matching of mountain and 

water Guas is the essential criteria for achieving ultimate outcome. This is important to know that ‘Zhong Gua’ is a stake of six 

Yaos, with the upper three is Heavenly Gua while the lower three is the Earthly Gua. It is also said that the upper Gua 

represents the Eastern Guas while the lower Gua represents the Western Guas. One represents odd and Yang and also the 

upper Gua, while two represents even and Yin and also the lower Gua. 

 

Both Guas and Yaos will have their own parents and offspring. To identify the parent Gua or parent Yao is critical for separation 

of Yin and Yang, both mountain and water should have separation of duties, any wrong combination would result in 

unwarranted energy. Differentiate the Parent Gua or Parent Yao is to ensure the intercourse to take place properly. The next 

step should identify the replacement Gua should there be one. The left and right replacement should have different impact and 

therefore one should analyze and judge properly. 

 

The euphoria situation requires the direction inside the Gua area, anything that outside of Gua area in not ideal. For instance 

Yam Rat and Kwai, if the Gua line is between Rat and Kwai it is said to be in the Gua area if the Gua line is between Rat and 

Yam, this is considered to be out of Gua area. The rational of this is simple, as long as it satisfies the combined 10 or 15-theory, 

if it is within the Gua area. Yam is 3 Rat is 9; the combined does not match the theory. While Rat is 9 and Kwai is 6, combined 

equal to 15 that matches the theory. With the inner Gua energy couple with the topography water direction that is inline; this 

setting provides the opportunity to achieve fame and fortune.  To neglect and ignore the point of out of Gua energy is not wise 

thing to do. Both criteria must be in place in achieving desirable outcome. 

 

This come to a point we must review our understanding on the combined –10 theory, which is illustrated above, and the 

creation numbers of 16, 27, 38 and 49. Beside the combined-10 theory anything that is in creation number would be ideal to 

achieve the desirable outcome. For instance the Rat is 9 while the goat is 4 and such the creation number of 49 emerges. To 

identify the parent is essentially the source of this point here. Any anticlockwise movement should also refer back to parent, 
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because ultimately parent provides the protection to the offspring. Both mountain and water will also go through clockwise and 

anticlockwise setting with the intercourse of Yin and Yang. Yin and Yang will diverge into separate routes and the 12 Yin and 

Yang could be located in the 24 mountains and nevertheless the Parent Gua is important and serves as engine to the setting. 

 

The secret of the Xuan Kong is none other than eat, sleep and even dine with Yin and Yang, knowing the Yin and Yang upside 

down, knowing the Yin and Yang inside out!! This is to reinforce the importance of Yin and Yang and once the intercourse take 

place, the embryo would be conceived and offspring would be delivered.  The mismatch of Gua and Yin and Yang would 

produce undesirable outcome. 

 

3-Yang is described as the beginning of a blossom season as well as the full Yang in a Gua but it is only half of a ‘Zhong Gua’ 

that is also implying the intercourse of Yin and Yang. 3-Yang means auspicious while 6-beauty means the six offspring of Guas 

with two spirits. This is a desirable end result that the water at the front or bright hall should be large enough to harness the 

kind energy; the three-water mouth should be auspicious with the spirits of the 6-beauty. This is none other than the 

combination of the topography with the time aspect that can be traced from the Guas energy. It is also serving as reminder that 

Parent Guas are important while the offspring Guas are secondary. 

 

The importance of the arrival of water created wealth and thus status. The meeting of water points normally resulted in 

commercial activities and busy streets. As such, affluent, politicians as well as scholars will gather here.  It is also not 

surprising genius can be found here both school smart and street-smart kids.  The vicinity topographical should be considered 

as well. If the water mouth meets with a ‘Guidance’ mountain that shaped like a ‘stamp’, than the place will breed famous and 

prominent leaders.   Should the water from the site created dripping sound and both left and right sides protect the area 

nicely, than this place should be famous for many reasons. 

 

This is again to reinforce the importance of both time and space aspects.  The combination of water and mountain, time and 

space require attentive care. Either one out of time or place will nullify the qualification as a good setting. The time aspect in 

regards to the three cycles of the dragon point takes the parent Guas into consideration. Differentiate the Yin and Yang point in 

relation to water mouth both incoming and outgoing. The dragon requires turning back as to divert its energy back to the site. 

 

Identify the 6-Yaos of a ‘Zhong Gua’ to determine the right dragon of the 3 (Heaven, Human and Earth dragons). The incoming 

dragon should match the incoming water i.e. 1 and 6, 2 and 7, 3 and 8 and 4 and 9 (creation numbers). The four main Guas 

use the stems to match while the four corner Guas use the earthy branches to match. If the out-going water out of Gua then 

catastrophic event will occur. That is why the emphasis of in-the-Gua-area is utmost important beside the right topography. 

 

The dragon 龍 and mountain 山 should in the creation number i.e. 1 and 6, 2 and 7, 3 and 8, 4 and 9, while the mountain 山 

and direction 向 should be in the combine-10 or married couple numbers 1 and 9, 2 and 8, 3 and 7, and 4 and 6.  Knowing 

the creation and married couple’s numbers as well as identifying the entire Yin and Yang is critical. 

 

The incoming dragon and mountain should be in the ideal locale as mentioned above. Again this is to reinforce the critical point 

of the sit and face scenario. The Sit (mountain) should be static, yin, quiet, without strong wind, high to name a few while the 

Face (incoming water) should be dynamic, yang and low to name a few. The Yin and Yang should be separated for different 

reasons. If the direction and mountain is sick (out of Gua) and it is obviously not suitable to use. The source of water direction 

should be inline with the direction of the site. It is also worth to point out that the method of identifying the actual or precise 

direction of all the four main criteria is critical because of the details degree, as fine as approximately 1 degree. Again the inner 

Gua should be in the creation or married couple numbers and anything that is not match (out of Gua) would be detrimental.  

 

The emphasis here is the mountain (sit) should be higher than the direction (face), but should the mountain contains water, this 

will nullify the qualification of a good setting even with only little water. This is the basic criterion to study the mountain. It is a 

different situation with the direction, the direction should have water but how big or small area is not the most important thing to 

consider, nevertheless should the direction have a small mountain, this will not nullify the qualification of a good setting. This is 

logic and base on the rational that the totality of the site should be analyzed rather than go by the book. 

 

We come to a point that we should re-examine the stars-allocation and the 5 elements. The interaction of the stars for the four 

criterions should be in creation, breed and not destruct or drain. Identifying the parent Guas, the offspring Guas and their Yin 

and Yang, as well as the interaction of creation or destruction among them. For instance the incoming dragon could be from 
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many facets, identifying the Gua of the incoming dragon should not lead to the same level of parents Gua, it should be from 

parents Gua to offspring Guas. And with this we must satisfy the creation rather than the destruction of the stars interaction in 

terms of 5-elements. The next critical point to notice is the same period Guas, which is why the ancient text mentioned ‘it 

should be the same siblings’. This is to divert the same period (time aspect) energy into consolidated one.  This is the ultimate 

for achieving the One-Pure-Gua-Energy setting.  This is imminent for 64 Guas practitioners. 

 

24-mountains contain 2 ways, one is yin and one is yang.  The upper period and the lower period both move opposite ways. 

Should the Gua energy is mixed (bad) meaning that the right period but not the right Gua or wrong yin and yang, the pure 

water element (frontier) will help to alleviate the bad energies.  The frontier will dictate which son or daughter of the family 

prospers, broke or mediocre. The left side affects the number 1, 4th and 7th family members, while the direct front affects the 2nd, 

5th and 8th members and right side affects the 3rd, 6th and 9th members.  

 

Dragon, Direction and Water must not out of Guas; it is like a connected pearl. The movement of mountain ends up in many 

different shapes, sizes and forms. Therefore the mountain and dragon both have its own Gua energy. The relation of these two 

is tightly connected to each other. To identify the movement of the dragon either static or dynamic, to ensure the direction and 

the water mouth would harness the dragon energy by way of funneling through the mountain to the water direction with the 

right Gua energy.  The 5-elements of dragon, mountain and water should be in cohesive manner to achieve desired outcome.  

 

The way to prosperity is none other than the right combination of dragon, mountain, water and direction with the right Gua 

energy, right yin and yang or the intercourse with right 5-element in creation cycle that provide a platform to ignite the right kind 

of energy to the site. The rear should have mountain to support the front should have water for harness; this is the simple rule 

of an auspicious site. Adhering to the creation and married couple numbers and the right yin and yang should be able to 

provide a good setting for generations. 

 

The main focal point here is to place greater emphasis on Gua rather than Yao and to place even more emphasis on the parent 

Gua as oppose to the offspring Guas. This is where the parent Gua provides the right dragon to funnel the kind energy. 

24-mountains provide the path to prosperity as well as status in the community. Both the yin and yang of the 24-mountains 

serves different routes and therefore searching for the right route is imperative. The right parent Gua might lead you to Chang 

An (where most successful politician will become ministers of the cabinet) but with only the right offspring Guas you might 

settle for wealth with no fame. 

  

The enormous right kind of energy ought to be from parent Guas, nevertheless the left and right offspring Guas combining 

effort should also take into consideration due to the uneven topographical nature. If the combination of the Guas energy is 

contaminated or impure, than this should not be consider as good site. Again the right mountain should be at rear and the right 

water should be in front.  Each Gua is divided into first, middle and third tier and the middle tier represents the second son or 

second daughter of the family. 

 

The right mountain energy is alive and moves clockwise while the dead energy is reverse, but the right kind of energy of water 

is ‘dead’ water and the ‘unkind energy’ is lively water. Mind you that different Gua at different time should affect different family 

members. 

 

The upper volume places great emphasis on the parent Guas and 3-General Guas, the three general Guas are the 

Eastern, Western and Southern/Northern Guas with each has its own parent Guas. To achieve the desirable outcome 

for a good setting or fame and fortune we should examine the parent Guas properly that must be inline with the both 

time and space aspects. The Dragon, Mountain, Direction and Water must be in right Yin and Yang, right intercourse, 

right creation and married couple numbers. That is dictum in Feng Shui!! 

 

  
Note: This version is subject to change from time to time when situation 
warrant 
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Middle Volume 

24-mountains move to 8 palaces and each allotted with certain stars, Tan 貪 Jue 巨 Wu 武 Fu 輔 all are auspicious while 

the others will take you to cleaners.  This is a basic 8-mansion theory based on the space but not the time aspect. The odd of 

auspicious and inauspicious is 50/50 which is meaningless to many practitioners. According to some masters, Yat-Hang monk 

popularized such method in the Tang era in which it was believed to be a political motivation to destroy the southern region 

regime (as at that time the north and south were at war).  That manipulation had led many people in the south to suffer as the 

consequences of using his technique.   

 

The secret of the essence is allocation of stars; mastering the techniques will pave way to prosperity, the differences of inside 

or outside the Gua area determine your path.  The 5-elemens associated with nine stars are the imperative indicators to 

success.  Any mismatch of the stars and 5-elements will bring us unkind energy.  The principle and technique is closely 

related to Xuan Kong Da Gua and the Gua energy should be inside the 3-General Guas as mitigated. 

 

Stems (Kap, Kang, Yam, Peng, Yuet, San, Ding, Kwai) and 4 corners Guas of Kin, Kwan, Kan and Shun are said to be Yang 

Guas and as such Yang Guas and Yaos will be arranged in accordance from right to left or clockwise.  It is causing confusion 

here as many versions conflicting each other as how to interpret this ancient text. Some say the above Guas are Yin and is a 

contradicting view.  The movement of clockwise or anticlockwise will result in different outcomes. 

 

Knowing the Yin and Yang routes are critical here, some used the early days Bagua, some used the later days Bagua, some 

even used the stem adoption theory to dictate the above Yin and Yang. Which is which you might ask? I do not claim to know 

all but trying my best to interpret this text in accordance to my limited knowledge and as time goes by, if somehow I am 

enlighten again I will re-write. In accordance to Xuan Kong Da Gua method, all earthy branches are Yin and move 

anticlockwise, this is line with the Gua Yao methodology and unlike the Yin and Yang intercourse methodology.  

 

It is unwise to act like a real master when you are only half barrel full. Mind you ancient Master or scholar always do not write 

down their essence of techniques for two reasons, one, they often oral teach the essence to disciples and, they afraid that such 

techniques might be on the hand of the bad-hearted people. God knows the real essence, but that’s always one way we can 

find out, that’s to study the ancient tombs done by prominent masters. Such works cannot be camouflaged and have to be 

authentic. Their skills and their texts could have differences but only the works (tombs site) can be trusted. The core of the text 

is to narrow down the focus on the Xuan Kong techniques. 

 

Knowing the differences between mountain and water, virtual and reality, solid versus liquid will lead you to achieve the ultimate 

outcome. Learn from ancient saint and scholar the essence but never pretend to know all because some masters do not really 

understand the crux of the ancient text. Do master the San Her 12-longevivity formula, such formula will ensure you to the right 

path of prosperity and knowing the traps to catastrophe. 

 

Knowing the combinations of the 24-moutains, which can be combined and which cannot. This again reminding us the direction 

should not be out Gua but inside the Gua. The inner Gua ensure the energy from the dragon is real and authentic; the 

5-elements are mutually in creative and conducive mode. 

 

The highest level in Xuan Kong is none other than the dragon combined 10 with direction and the direction in creation numbers 

with water.  The intercourse and creation numbers is to ensure the dragon and mountain are not sick or cannot generate the 

kind energy. After all said and done, we must also study the annual stars that affect the whole setting. Three-musketeers and 

Four-dashing effects make or break the setting. 

 

Kap, Kang, Peng, Yam are Yang energies, the clockwise movement should dictate the 5-elements. Yuet, San, Ding and Kwai 

are Yin energies that move anticlockwise to dictate their 5-elements. This can be found on the Lo-Kang that the red colors 

wordings are Yang while the black ones are Yin. The left (anticlockwise) and right (clockwise) movements are critically 

important as this might determine the kind or unkind energy that takes place. The nine stars combination as in the time period 

or the actual stars should be in accommodative mode to produce desirable outcomes. 
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Eastern Guas represent mountain while the Western Guas represent water. The 4-criterias that must meet the combined-5, 

combined-10 theory again reinforce here.  

 

Out of Gua area is where the Earth Gua is out of line and not the Heavenly Gua. Water never out of Gua. The parent Guas 

most importantly not out of Guas, other wise the fame and fortune would be tarnished or gone with the wind! 

 

This text is translated and interpreted according to my limited knowledge and is subject to change from time to time. 

Lower Volume 

The Xuan Kong Da Gua places great emphasis of the right Guas for Mountain, Direction and Water and Dragon. This ultimate 

goal is the One Pure Gua Energy. The focal point here is the interaction of Direction and Water that require both conductively 

to produce desirable outcome. To reinforce again both need to be in creation numbers i.e. 16,27,38 and 49!  One point 

requires to pay attention is the notion of using the same or similar Gua in Kin Palace; this is refereeing to Jin Fang 8 Palaces 

Guas. 99 (Kin as Heaven), 92 (Tian Feng Guo), 96 (Tian San Dun), 91 (Tian De Pei), 21 (Feng De Guan), 61 (San De Bo), 31 

(Hou De Jin) and 39 (Hou Tian Da You). Any combinations of the Guas from Kin Palace that fall into the four main criteria, it is 

therefore creating kind energy.  In this case scholars will be created here. In the Chan palace will create wealth and affluent 

people, while in Lei Palace will create hero or warriors and at Kwan Palace would resulted in both fame and fortune. 

Four of Jin Fang 8 Palaces: 

     Kin Palace 乾乾乾乾 

99 Kin as Heaven 

92 Tian Feng Guo 

96 Tian San Dun 

91 Tian De Pei 

21 Feng De Guan 

61 San De Bo 

31 Hou De Jin 

39 Hou Tian Da You 

  

        Chan Palace 震震震震 

88 Chan as Thunder 

81 Lei De Yi 

87 Lei Shui Jie 

82 Lei Feng Heng 

12 De Feng Shen 

72 Shui Feng Jing 

42 Ze Feng Da Guo 

48 Ze Lei Sui 

 

     Lei Palace 離離離離 

33 Lei as Fire 

36 Hou San Iv 

32 Hou Feng Ding 

37 Hou Shui Wei Ji 
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67 San Shui Meng 

27 Feng Shui Huan 

97 Tian Shui Song 

93 Tian Hou Dong Ren 

 

 

 

 

 

        Kwan Palace 坤坤坤坤 

11 Kwan as Earth 

18 De Lei Fu 

14 De Ze Lin 

19 De Tian Dai 

89 Lei Tian Da Zhuang 

49 Ze Tian Jia 

79 Shui Tian Xu 

71 Shui De Bi 

 

Knowing precisely the differences between Yin and Yang, static versus dynamic, hard versus soft, mountain versus 

water as well as 5 elements will allow us distinctively knowing our advantages over others. Since Yin and Yang 

will move opposing each other with different routes it is unwise to treat them haphazardly. The Mountain, 

Direction and Water in the same Gua will harness the best possible kind energy. In the event of such combination 

take place previously bad energy and bad outcome would be reversed! 

  

The emphasis on both Mountain and Water is equally important.  Mountain consists of Mountain and Dragon while Water 

consists of Water and Direction.  To place emphasis on Water and neglect the Mountain would result in unwarranted 

circumstances. The Mountain should be static and quiet, any strong wind or disturbances to such site would create havoc. Just 

remember when water is dynamic the mountain is the opposite. To determine the exact Gua line is also critical here. 

 

Three general Guas are Parents, Tian Gua and De Gua. Any out of Gua would jeopardize the site Feng Shui. This phrase is 

referring to the Sha method, whereby the 5-element of Mountain would have an impact from the Sha 5-element. Tiger, Monkey, 

Snake and Boar are classified as Water element while Dragon, Dog, OX and Goat are classified as Metal Element. Any 

creation or similar element to the Mountain’s element would be ideal for kind energy generation. Any ‘advancement’ would 

result in riches to rags at the end. 

 

The emphasis again is on the creation or similar element of 5-element. This is not difficult to understand since the creation or 

similar element would provide strength.  Both left and right sides with banner like would create highly commendable post or 

job, while the front is guarded with right Sha would generate kind energies as well both for academic scholars and higher 

echelons of working classes and government officials. Nice Water and Mountain with nice left and right Sha would be ideal site. 

  

Ham and Lei Guas in Heaven represent lunar and sun, on Earth represent Water and Fire. On early days Bagua they both on 

East and West sector and later days Bagua they represent North and South. The migration of Guas is as a result of the 

interchangeable position of early and later days Bagua location. Rat (龍墀) has moved to Horse (帝座) and vise-versa. Rat, 

Horse, Rabbit and Rooster are the four main Guas locations while the Kin (龍樓), Shun (宝殿), Kan (鳳闕) and Kwan (宝蓋) 

are the 4 corners locations. Should the 4 main Guas as Dragon, the Direction or Water should use 4 corners’ Gua. For 4 

storages Guas of Dragon, Dog, Ox and Goat will specifically require the ‘same period’ Gua in order to harness the kind energy. 

For instance in Period 9, Dragon Mountain would need to receive Goat water. In Period 7, Mountain Kang would receive 
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Dragon as Water. And the combined 5 or 15-theory apply to Monkey, Tiger, Boar and Snake Guas. For instance Tiger with 8 

will face Monkey with 7. Like wise the Monkey with 4 face the Tiger with 1. 

 

Tian (Heaven) and De (Earth) numbers are Boar (1) and Snake (4), Yam (3) and Peng (2) the exchangeable parent Guas 

resulted in such good setting that improve the quality of life. 

 

Knowing the Parent Gua is important for generation of Tian and De Guas. The seven star robbery setting is to tap into future 

energy. For instance the 1 and 6 period would need the period of 4 and 9. The period 2 and 7 would need period 3 and 8 to 

create more fire element.  For instance the 1 and 4 combined to 5, the 6 and 9 combined into 15, the 2 and 3 combined into 5 

while the 7 and 8 combined into 15. As one can notice that the divergence or deviation of palaces would need combining effect.   

 

Four main direction Guas of Heavenly Dragon is Rat, Horse, Rabbit and Rooster. They are the parents Guas. Such energies 

are pure and powerful that will breed generations if apply properly. If the source of water is clean and continuous, the prosperity 

will last longer and the reverse is true for source of water that is inconsistent or short supply. 

 

The intercourse of Yin and Yang is again emphasized here. The even numbers of 2,4,6,and 8 are Yin while the odd of 1,3,5 

and 7 are Yang numbers. Knowing the right path by differentiating the right Yin and Yang. Wrongly applying such theory is 

detrimental. 

 

Come to setting a Gua area, any left and right measurement of a Lo Kang would have different outcomes. The red color is 

Yang while the Black color is Yin, any concurrent (replacement) of Gua should be in the same color with no tolerance. All the 

odd and even numbers should be determined accordingly that must satisfy the combined 5,10 or 15 theory. To determine the 

Gua that dictating and commanding the period also critical to arrive at a good setting, therefore the yin and yang must not be 

swapped. To fully understand Gua, Star and Period is a dictum to understand essence of Feng Shui. 

 

Knowing the right path or route (clockwise or anticlockwise) of Parent Guas to offspring Guas would lead to improve of quality 

of life and like wise the wrong path would lead to catastrophe. 

 

For some instances where the out of Gua would provide temporary relief or some even become rags to riches in short period of 

time, nevertheless, such short term gain would not last and later would reverse back to previous condition or even worse off. 

Another instance for out of Gua would lead to constant mobile like gypsy and will never return to hometown or place of origin. 

Pure Gua energy is without out of Gua and this is the long lasting route to prosperity. 

 

Knowing the Early Days and Later Days Bagua is easy but understanding the application is rather tedious and difficult since 

any mismatch would be detrimental. Many practitioners out there do not master the Xuan Kong techniques and passing the 

knowledge without the responsibility to uphold the ‘real’ Feng Shui, which is to master the Xuan Kong and 64 Guas completely. 

This ought to be wiped out! 

 

To master the Skill is not an easy task let alone to pass such knowledge. To cultivate good deed is essentially by not wrongfully 

teaching such subject.  Just put in mind that there is always Yin and any Yang and Yang in any Yin. When a bad setting is 

found there is always good in it and vise versa. 

  
Note: This version is subject to change from time to time when situation 
warrant 
By Kerby Kuek 

Visit to Yang Jun Song work 3 

Master Yang Jun Song (楊筠松楊筠松楊筠松楊筠松) 

Yang Jun Song (8th day of the third lunar month 834 years till 12th day of third lunar month 906 years), 

a well known Feng Shui Master also know as ‘Yang Save the Poor”. He left King palace to fulfill his 

dream to improve the quality of life for grassroots people especially farmers and needy people by 

applying the Feng Shui techniques (Ham Yu). He was born in the province of Shandong. 
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At the age of 17th, he passed the highest imperial examination and worked for the King in palace since 

then. At the end of Tang’s era, at the age of 45,he got frustrated and tired by the level of corruptions in 

the government with higher taxes and the poor living condition for the needy, at the same token, the 
Tang Dynasty was in chaotic stage and he decided to leave the palace and he snatched away many 

works on topography, geography, water method, and many others precious ancient works (Ham Yu) 
including Guo Pu’s imperial works from King’s library collections and back away from Zhang An. He 

lived his life by researching and applying the Feng Shui techniques thereafter. Together with him was 

his first disciple Zhang Men De.  He travelled far and wide from east to west and from north the south, 

he even came to Hong Kong and Grand Master Lau Rui Shan (founder of Xuan Kong Zhang Pai) 
discovered two of his works (on graveyards) in 2004 in Northern part of Hong Kong (please refer to 

pictures below). The third Yang Jun Song Work was found by Zhejia, one of the members of Feng 
Shui-Chinese dot com and Master Lau managed to locate such site with little hint. Master Yang 

was deeply rooted in Jiangxi province and thus many believed that the Jiangxi sect of Feng Shui is 

closely linked to him. He placed great emphasis on the landform or topographical part in applying his 

Feng Shui theory. He was poisoned at the age of 72. 
 

His famous disciples, Zhang Wen De (曾文迪), Liu JiangDong (劉江東), Liao Yu (廖禹), Lai Pu Yi 
(賴布衣), Liu Qian (劉謙). 

 

His famous works include  “Trembling Dragon Scripture” (撼龍經), ‘Suspicious Dragon Scripture’ (疑
龍經 ), ‘Du Tian Treasure Scripture’ (都天寶照經 ), ‘Green Capsule’ (青囊奧語 ), ‘The 12 
Commandments of Burying Techniques’ (葬法倒杖十二法), ‘Heavenly Jade Scripture’, (天玉經), 

‘Master Yang’s Golden Content Scripture’ (楊公金函經), ‘The Diamond Shaped Burial Map’ (金剛鑽
本形葬圖抉), ‘The Fu Li Cone’ (立錐賦), ‘The Black Bag Scripture (黑囊經) and so on. 

 

Exclusively only to the imperial ruling, he faced a lot of obstacles and challenges to openly applying his 

Feng Shui techniques let alone published on books. It is and I am strongly believed that most of his 
works on texts were either camouflage or descriptively in metaphorically in order to avoid or face 

confrontation from the imperial. It was said that after he left the palace he brought along quite a 
numbers of ancient priceless works in which most author were not known but sad to say that most of the 

existing works were merely describing him or merely referring to him. This is still a controversy among 

scholars and Feng Shui practitioners in regards to his true or authentic techniques for Feng Shui.  
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楊筠松楊筠松楊筠松楊筠松定針定針定針定針(三三三三) 
Yang Jun Song Work 3 dated back 1200 years ago: 

The third discovery of Yang Jun Song work thus far, was discovered by one of 

Feng shui-Chinese member Zejia and later was found by Grand Master Lau 

mid of December 2008 in Hong Kong 

 

The front view of tomb 

  

Different angle of the tomb 
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The frontier of the tomb, where you can see the place 

became busy street with railway passing in front in a 

developed world. 

 

The word Yang Jun Song is highlighted 
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You need to pay extra attention to figure out the words 

on the tomb 

 

 

Tracing back the rear support of such site is rather far, we 

have concluded that such technique is called ‘Fine Line 
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Fishing Hibiscus’ 

 

The Source of the rear support for the site. 
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2009 Year of Ox Life Reading Base on Yearly Stem. 

26 

己己己己 

丑丑丑丑 

52 

Yin Earth Stem is being hibernated in the Yin Earth Branch. 

In Spring Season: Spring is heavy in Wood that directly destructs the 
Earth energies. However since the Yang Wood 
energy intercourse with Yin Earth, the situation is not 
as bad as it appears. Bad only on surface but good 
things are in the making. 

Period time frame:   Feb 4th till May 4th  

Translation: Economy is ‘stale’, this could lead to a monotonous 
in both the economy and housing prices, 
nevertheless since the spring Wood is rather heavy, 
and the Wood energies would prevent the housing 
prices from going up. February is better than March 
and on surface it is bad for both March and April. But 
good things are in the making and be patient to reap 
the reward in autumn.  

In Summer Season: Summer is heavy in Fire that creates more Earth 
energies but drain the water energies from the wet 
earth. 

Period time frame:   May 5th till August 6th 

Translation: The situation either on surface or reality is 
getting better but nothing outstanding yet since 
Fire destruct metal and drains away the Water 
energies from the earth.  Silver lighting is felt 
and things will turn much better in autumn. But 
on political front, there could be chaotic or 
grievances among countries leaders. 
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In Autumn Season: Autumn is heavy in Metal that conducive for wet 
water to produce even more metal. Watch out Metal 
industry…it is your COMMAND!! 

Period time frame:   August 7th till November 6th 

Translation: Economy would be ignited in many ways, the metal 
related industry will outshine others and the 
backbone of the industry especially Financial 
markets are picking steam and the world stock 
markets are on the run. 

Period time frame:   November 7th till February 3rd  

In Winter Season: Winter is heavy in Water that Yin Earth would simply 
act ‘go with the flow’ and since the wet earth would 
also act as ‘peer’ that go along with the current flow 
of energy. 

Translation: Finally the housing prices move up and up and 
we see the ‘warm’ in this winter for everyone. 

This reading is done base on the yearly stem and it 
will change from time to time when circumstances 
change or dictate. 
 

2009 Year of Ox–General Reading for 12 Chinese Zodiacs  

Exclusively brought to you by Kerby Kuek, misterfengshui.com 

(Confirm your Chinese Zodiac with me if you are not sure. Your Chinese Zodiac as follow 

if your were born after Feb 4th that particular year) 

 

What you do (feel) in current downturn of economy? 

Prices of new and existing homes were dropping substantially and will continue to drop further, you have negative equity, your 

assets are shrinking or downsize, employment rising, foods prices rising and your job is unstable. You feel lousy and discontent 

about current state. Your confidence is dampened and you feel lethargic, constant argument among family members and your 

health is deteriorating. Stop and reorganize your thoughts and actions for a moment. 

 

The study of a person’s state of happiness (contentment or discontentment) by famous Reinhold Niebuhr resulted the following: 

The level of happiness of a person are determined by three factors: 

1. DNA determined 50%. (Fate determined your level of happiness) 

2. 10% was determined by external factors (i.e. fame and fortune) 

3. 40% was determined by your thinking (perception, paradigm or mindsets) 
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Change Your Perception 

In other words, to change the way you think, perceive and your mindsets will be a lot easier since to Change the 

external factors and DNA is next to impossible. If you want to fell happy, you are left with one possibility that is to 

change the way you perceive things. You and your thoughts determine the level of happiness. When you feel happy 

you will radiate the energy to people surrounding and the returns will be overwhelming. It is up to you. 

 

To view current state of economy, it is pretty much predictable since things are always in cycle. What goes up must 

come down and the good thing is, what goes down will raise again and it is matter of time. There is always light at 

the end of the tunnel. This has been going on for the past and will continue to do the same looking forward. 

 

RAT-1936, 1948, 1960,1972,1984,1996 

Last year was a busy year that bogged you with many unsettled issues, but this year 
you are a lot better but still will experience what is topsy turvy all about!  
Nevertheless, you need to deal with your superior, your boss, the supreme one, your 
father or your guidance angel on many issues from beginning of the year till the end, 
good or bad? You tell me!!  
 
1936 Rat will experience new assignment! Busy doing things with partners but age 
catching up you will end up disappointed. Remember that stress is pretty much self 
inflicted. 1948 Rat is becoming competitive again even with your age, think positive 
and petty people around you from last year will disappear. 1960 Rat will get surprise 
from some elderly person. Just a little extra careful when crossing busy streets! 1972 
Rat is experiencing changes in job’s nature, superior or even office. Move along 
because your boss likes you a lot, what the hake, ask him or her for a better chair! But 
don’t push it; do not even think of asking for a raise in this economic downturn. Go 
with the flow and things will turn just fine. 1984 Rat will be happy to see new 
relationship be it intimacy or with peers, with some luck you are the luckiest rat of all. 
Money and woman issues for male rat this year. Female rat will need to deal with 
father on specific issue! 1996 Rat will know what investment all about and what to 
study. Your creative mind is working this year hopefully to your advantage. 

OX-1937, 1949, 1961,1973,1985,1997 

Last year you did enjoy a better year as compare to this year! You need to change your 
paradigm as things will not be the same as last year. Do not hang on to those feelings 
instead gear up and buckle up for new challenges or new environment. Listen to your 
deep inner voice and you might get enlightened.  
 
1937 Ox all of sudden you will get the attention from the young ones. They might need your 
help or just to be with you! 1949 Ox either have good news or a bad one, of course is a 
significant matter. DO not mind the petty person that might get your attention.  More new 
friends for you this year! 1961 Ox with changes changes and changes!! On work, on 
relationship and on residential!  Be proactive in searching for new opportunity and be braved 
enough to face the litigation matter if there is one. 1973 Ox will have new assignment, new job 
or even new office and superior, be alert and things will work out just fine for you. Think positive, 
act positive and be proactive! 1985 Ox needs to beware of disciplinary issue with the authority! 
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Just be extra careful when come to grievances and petty people cannot stand alone. 1997 Ox 
will have special and extra attention in school! Good or bad, you decide. 
 

TIGER-1938, 1950, 1962,1974,1986,1998  

Traps, set-ups and petty people around you this year, but try this on; only for 

those successful people will experience such phenomena. Since this year not 

many auspicious stars on your side, you have to constantly on the move to keep 

yourself busy and running. This is a dull year for normal person!  

 

1938 Tiger all of the sudden become more competitive and more attention is given to 

you. 1950 Tiger a monotonous and a lay back year for you, nothing much to say to 

you here. 1962 Tiger beware of traps and unwarranted opportunity in investment. You 

need to find an attachment in order not to indulge in family matter! 1974 Tiger 

becomes accessible to making money opportunity, this is a year that you are thinking 

of nothing but money, money and show me the money!! But I did not say that you 

will be earning money! Changes in residential and meeting your parents year. 1986 

Tiger will become more creative and is an evolution year for you! Remember who 

helped you in the past and do return such favor! 1998 Tiger will meet new friends, 

new environment and experience something extra ordinary event! Be prepared for the 

changes. 

RABBIT-1939, 1951, 1963,1975,1987,1999 

One of the busiest Zodiacs in 2009 is Rabbit! Year of changes in career, new job, new 

environment, new superior or even new office or assignment but beware of relationship 

issues, be tactful when come to deal with such problem!  

 

1939 Rabbit is about to meet more new friends and proactively searching for new challengers. 

1951 Rabbit needs to pay extra attention to relationship management especially deal with 

elderly. You will suddenly change the way you wear and the way you look! 1963 Rabbit 

ready for litigation or job promotion issue! Emotional roller coaster year for you but just think 

positive and be proactive, things will work out fine. Sudden or unexpected event will occur to 

you, just be prepared for changes! 1975 Rabbit privately or on personal matters you are 

losing touch and less attention are given to you, take positively and turn this energy to focus 

on your job or career instead! 1987 Rabbit your headstrong, unwilling to take a step back has 

cause you instability in relationship especially with elderly! 1999 Rabbit will be bold or at 

times too bold in confronting sensitive issue but should be able to do well or excel in school! 

DRAGON-1940, 1952, 1964,1976,1988,2000 

Unsettle event and issue at hand whole year round. This is challenging for those 
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who must clear your outstanding matter at once. A frustration will lead you to 

depression and insomnia.  Instead, focus your attention to spend time with family 

and close friends. Keep moving or traveling and changing your status quo will 

lessen your burden.    

 

1940 Dragon is rather quiet year but with too many unnecessary emotional upswings, to 

solve this do not stay put, travel, travel and travel. 1952 Dragon probably caught in between 

retires or keeps working, hard and a rock place! Listen to the voices of others especially 

someone far away. 1964 Dragon becomes indulge in money issue, remember what I say, 

you will experience many unsolved outstanding matters that include money matter. 1976 

Dragon will go back to school again and funny thing is you become more sensitive and 

emotional or sentimental again. You become more creative! 1988 Dragon becomes less 

dependent on others and it is good to build up your self-esteem. 

SNAKE-1941, 1953, 1965,1977,1989,2001 

YEAR of good relationship management but not career! This is a year that you become 

more sensitive towards relationship, I think because last year all you think were work, 

work and work. This is good since we are not a whole but merely a part of the puzzle. 

Changes and chances both are co-related since you pay more attention of the sentimental 

value of friend or associate. Opportunity arrives is when you have no intention to get one. 

All of sudden you will pay more attention and time on your health matter.  

 

1941 Snake will experience a sudden ‘enlightened’ and becomes more aware of surrounding. 

Mother Nature is fantastic and the sun rises on the east and sets on the west, just keep you 

wonder things are all in accordance to nature arrangement with cycle and pattern. 1953 Snake 

please be aware of authority issue especially related to litigation, please be careful when signing 

legal paper.1965 Snake will worry about health problem but only to find out that it is 

self-inflicted, relax and drink more water! Just pay more attention when you sign on legal paper, 

provide more time to study the terms. The money issue will be solved soon! 1977 Snake will 

become outstanding in the eye of community or public, things that you do will be noticed by 

concern parties, but to some this will drain away your energy because you do not like the 

attention!! 1989 Snake will become independent and less relies on others to make decision. The 

right path to prosperity!  

HORSE-1942, 1954, 1966,1978,1990,2002 
A year of spending, spending and spending! Over-reliance on elderly and a 

lethargic year but the good news is you are better off than last year. Relationship 

management will lead you very stressful level. Career wise, you get relief when 

things turn better second half of the year.  

 

1942 Horse will need a full body check because your uncontrollable diet starts to exhaust 

you further. Be alert and proactive. 1954 Horse will be rewarded accordingly, you work 

seemed to have unsolved issues that hang-over for quite some time. You need to be assertive, 

creative and be more thrift when come to budget and financial management. 1966 Horse 

might learn new thing or need sabbatical, rejuvenate yourself by traveling seem to be a good 

idea. You are the guidance angel for many and without you knowing you have many listeners 

and many followers but you should learn to be a good listener as well. 1978 Horse will learn 

what competition is and cut throat scenario is all about. You even have peers or siblings back 
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stab you and petty people around you, just remember tough time never last only tough 

people. Learn to hang on and never dwell on petty issues that drain your energy. Let the 

nature flow and things will turn better. Of course you need to work hard as well.  1990 

Horse seems required to put extra attention in studies since your mission in school is not 

done yet, since your teacher, lecture and professor do not agree that you leave school too 

soon and they are right! You should stay in school as long as you could. 

SHEEP-1943, 1955, 1967,1979,1991,2003 
Changes, Changes and Changes, the only constant for you is change! Never let the 

situation control you and instead be alert and assertive to things surrounding you. 

You are a high profile person this year! You are dashing with the Grand Duke 

Jupiter and that keep you busy for the whole year. Busy, Busy and Busy year for all 

Goat! One thing seems to improve for you is your financial and budget management. 

At least you know never to over-leveraged or over-spent! 1943 Sheep quality of life 

improves.  

 

1955 Sheep will be more creative when deal with figures. You are well aware of the 

importance of a balance sheet and must not over-spend. You become sensitive to funds 

around you, that funds could require your extra care and attention, never commit something 

that you do not master. You must be frank and honest on what you know and what you do not 

know to gain the trust of parties concern. 1967 Sheep will need to attend many celebrations 

especially related to graduation and marriage. Please welcome such celebration because 

celebration will funnel the kind energy to you one way of the other. Do not resist such event 

rather join them and be happy for them because your turn will come. 1979 Sheep needs to 

make decision to move residential, to change job or even new relationship. Make your 

decision wisely and get second opinion from your close friends or relatives in regards to such 

changes. They might give you a clue to your decision. 1991 Sheep beware of health problem 

because of your carelessness and watch out for minor traffic accidents.  

MONKEY-1944, 1956, 1968,1980,1992,2004 

A personal satisfaction year because many auspicious stars are on your side. A year 

of fostering better relationship especially intimacy one. It is also a year your 

financial standing become more and more independent. Have you ever wondered 

why many friends surrounding you either out of work or about to get layoff but not 

you! Come to think about it you are the lucky one. Spend time to call your parent 

and just a call will make their day. They just want to listen to your voice and 

nothing more. Pick up the phone and dial their numbers now.  

 

1944 Monkey requires more effort in handling your lonesome year, be understandable 

because most of your family members have to face their own problems as well especially 

keeping their jobs or seeking a job! 1956 Monkey is experiencing a rejuvenation year. Your 

new energy will somehow transform your action into positive outcome. Do not let your guard 

off and things and events will become desirable for you. Never outsmart the stock markets 

because you will never know when the swing will against you. Go back to learning mode; 

learn as much as you can this year. 1968 Monkey will become more competitive in what ever 

your encounters are. Your kids are facing keen competition at school, you are facing 

competitive workforce at work. But one thing is certain that you have more new friends and 

associates and this is your advantage. You will probably get new insight from these new 
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friends or associates that you met. 1980 Monkey will spend before you earn to travel, you 

need to think and act like a responsible adult, because your action and plan affect a lot of 

people surrounding you. The guidance angel will appear when you just ask!  1992 Monkey 

might get involve in litigation issue, settle the differences quickly and wisely, do not think 

things will iron-out automatically because they never will! Seek help from elderly when you 

are in trouble, because same peers or same age person will never offer a solution to you 

ROOSTER-1945, 1957, 1969,1981,1993,2005 

A fantastic year because you and the Tai Sui become ‘brother’. The opportunity to 

talk, dine and chat with the King (your boss, superior and powerful elderly) become 

a norm for you this year, but do not take this for granted as things are on your way, 

you need to work hard and manage your relationship well with your superior. Since 

you need to socialize with your boss, your diet has become a burden on your health. 

Avoid heavy investment and remember this year could be your turning point in life, 

you be in the industry that you never taught before! Be prepared for that.   

 

1945 Rooster bewares of health and petty people around you. When crossing the streets 

makes sure be extra careful. Financial busy year for you and your family, spend when you 

have to. 1957 Rooster all of sudden you have changes in lifestyle and clothing. Socializing 

year for you and please do some exercises for your health improvement. 1969 Rooster 

needs elderly support in career advancement and this is a very competitive year for you! But 

remember action speaks louder than words, do more and say less. It is also a year of 

traveling for you. 1981 Rooster needs to struggle to get attention, remember to stick to 

your principle and accept changes when you have to. Please pay additional attention when 

crossing busy streets! You might need to listen to other people opinion especially those 

younger than you. 1993 Rooster will experience a roller coaster year when dealing with 

relationship, please calm yourself down and be happy to accept changes on your way. You will 

be rewarded for your patient! 

DOG-1934, 1946, 1958, 1970,1982,1994,2006 

Thinking of changing job! Thinking of changing relationship partner! Thinking of 

changing the residential!  All you do is just think, think and think. This is a year 

that you will have unsettling events and issues that require you to tackle. The way 

you think of the matter is simply wrong. You need to think out loud, share with 

others and get second opinion. The roller coaster year for 2008 is over! The 

volatility of your life is less this year but your indecision will frustrate you and you 

will put your health in jeopardy.  

 

1934 Dog bewares of health and petty people around you. Financial busy year for you and 

your family, spend when you have to. When crossing the road be extra careful.  1946 Dog 

requires changes or facelift of residential, transportation or even a new working environment 

if you have to.  1958 Dog all of sudden will have changes in the way your wear 

(attire/clothing). That I believe it is because of changes in workplace. Get your body check 

this year and tackle your problem at once should you have one. 1970 Dog in career 

indecisive mode, to leave or not to leave your current job, stay put unless you have better 

offer because once you leave your job without any offer chances are you will probably not 

getting one. Be tactful when come to relationship management. 1982 Dog has to deal with 
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legal issue or signing a legal document and please ensure that you read carefully before 

signing on one. Plan to get marry? Go ahead should be a good year for marriage. 1994 Dog 

your voices attract attention even from far land. You will achieve your intention but do not get 

carry away. Opposite attraction! But you are too young to be in love, stop dreaming and get 

back to study! 

BOAR-1935, 1947, 1959, 1971,1983,1995,2007 

Year of traveling and revolution! It is also a year of ‘irregular’ income stream, all of 

sudden you might change your structure of work from regular to ad hoc, 

commission base or piece by piece work compensation. That means that you have 

to work hard and the more you work the better your payoff will be. Celebration for 

you! You have more to cheer about this year! 

 

1935 Boar requires more attention in health! You need to sign on legal document or involve 

in litigation issue that involve funds or money. 1947 Boar might get drained or stretched out 

from people surrounding you, be careful not to offend anyone that is 6 years older or younger 

than you. 1959 Boar become competitive again at work! You are surrounded by peers, 

siblings and friends from the beginning of the year till then end of the year. That implying that 

your social life is rather exciting and full of surprises. 1971 Boar suddenly people 

surrounding you are elderly or people at least 10 years older than you. Your income stream 

will change from regular to irregular. 1983 Boar possible changes in residential and changes 

in job nature! 1995 Boar becomes more emotional and sensitive about things and events 

that you undertake. 

 

P/s: The above Zodiacs readings are for reference only, think 

positive and act positive because your energy around will 

funnel and effect your mind and therefore your action. 

 

Think of 1 and 2.  

常One calligraphy master of my recently wrote 4 words in Chinese calligraphy  ( 想一二), which literally 

translate into English “Think of 1and 2.’ To understand such statement we must first examine another 

common phrase in Chinese 人人 ( 不不不不十常不不), which translate into English, Out of ten 
events in the journey of life, on normal course will bump into 8 or 9 obstacles. Think of 1 and 2 is focus on 

the positive factors, smooth event or outcomes when come to handling predicaments. In easy term think 

of ‘half full’ and avoid ‘half empty’ motto. It is easily said than done you might say, well I was being negative 

about this one, sorry, yes, you will never feel the differences if you do not even try. 

 

And it is true that things will always turn out right when hit rock bottom. Keep on keeping on. Learn to be a 

happy person. Love your family and care for friends. Reorganize your thinking and act positively 

whenever possible. Try strengthening the relationship and you will come out stronger and better. In good 

times prepare for the worse to come and in bad times welcome those as the worse might be over soon.  

 

Do not ask me when things will turn around just ‘Think of 1 and 2’ in bad 
times!!! 
 

The Best Dates to Start Working for the Year of  Ox 
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1. Ideally it should be after 0051 am Feb 4th, the official date for the year of OX 

-February 6th 9am 

-February 11th 3am 

2. Practically you can start to work (since the New Year is fall on January 26th)  

-January 30th 7am-9am 

-February 2nd 7am -9am 

 

2009 Places, locations and directions to avoid 

Northeast-should avoid major renovation and drilling works 

North-should avoid your bedroom, major renovation and drilling works 

East-should avoid bedroom/renovation or drilling to be placed here 

West-should avoid bedroom/living room to place here 

� It is advised that you get a comprehensive reading for more accuracy! 

 

kerbykuek@gmail.com 

Comment and letter are welcomed! 


